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The paper is devoted to numerical simulation of radiation-chemical processes in gas 
phase, which are take place during electron beam (EB) treatment of flue gases.
A mathematical model o f EB processes in gas phase was created. Also, a computer code 
which numerically simulates radiation-chemical processes during EB treatment of flue 
gases was created. The needed data such as chemical species, radiation-chemical yields 
and rate constants of the chemical reactions were collected and putted into database. 
The computer code allows do following:

1. The following technological parameters: irradiation dose, temperature, initial 
composition of the flue gases, time of irradiation (time which flue gases spend in 
an irradiation zone), one- or two- stage irradiation can be defined by the user in 
the code shell;

2. In accordance with the initial composition of flue gases selects chemical species 
from database o f the chemical species (total amount o f species in database is 
522) which took part in simulation taking into account species that are formed 
due to irradiation.;

3. In accordance with the selected chemical species selects chemical and radiation- 
chemical reactions from the database of reactions (total amount of chemical and 
radiation-chemical reaction is 2275) which are took part in the simulation;

4. Creates a stiff system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which describes 
chemical and radiation-chemical reactions;

5. Solves the received system of ODEs by backward differentiation formula 
(Gear’s method);

6 . Creates plots of dependencies: concentrations of chemical species versus time of 
irradiation under different parameters of modeled EB-processes.

The received results. For the following technological parameters: irradiation dose is 8.0 
kGy; two stage irradiation; initial temperature is 353°K; time of the irradiation - 4  s; 
initial composition of the flue gases - typical for power plant, following removal 
efficiencies were received: NO -  99.97%, NO2 - -17.53% (the concentration growth was 
observed), SO2 -  77.32% (without taking into consideration direct reaction SO2 and 
NH3); amount of selected species -111; amount of selected reactions -  941.
Elaborated computer code can be used for optimization o f the EB flue gases purification 
technology, modeling kinetic mechanism of radiation-chemical processes in the flue 
gases, carry out numerical experiments.


